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1. Introduction
Bilateral series are important objects in the theory of basic hypergeometric series. The theory of unilateral basic hyper-
geometric series has quite a long history dating from at least Euler. In 1907, Dougall [8] found the summations for the
bilateral 2H2 and very-well-poised 5H5 series by using residue calculus, then formulas for bilateral basic hypergeometric
series were discovered. Ramanujan [10] extended the q-binomial theorem by ﬁnding a summation formula for the bilateral
1ψ1 series. Later, Bailey [1–3] carried out systematical investigations of summations and transformations for bilateral basic
hypergeometric series. Further signiﬁcant contributions were made by Slater [17,18]. See [9,18] for an excellent survey of
the above classical material.
Many identities for bilateral basic hypergeometric series can be derived from unilateral q-series identities. Cauchy [4]
utilized a method in his second proof of Jacobi’s [12] famous triple product identity. The idea of this method is to start with
a ﬁnite unilateral summation, to shift the summation index and after some manipulations, when suitable, let n → ∞. Same
method has also been exploited by Schlosser [16]. Recently, starting with nonterminating unilateral basic hypergeometric
series, Chen and Fu [6] developed a method to construct semi-ﬁnite forms by shifting the index of the summation by m.
Then the bilateral summations are consequences of the semi-ﬁnite forms by letting m tend to inﬁnity. Chen, Chen and
Gu [5] and Jouhet [13] made use of Chen and Fu’s method [6] to obtain a formula of 2ψ2 series in terms of two 2φ1 series
and found many new semi-ﬁnite forms of bilateral basic hypergeometric series, respectively. Schlosser [15], and Jouhet and
Schlosser [14] applied the method that already was used by Jackson [11] in her ﬁrst elementary proof of Ramanujan’s 1ψ1
summation formula to obtain a simple proof of 6ψ6 summation and other bilateral series identities. In [20], we also gave
several transformations for bilateral series.
In [1], Bailey proposed a general method to obtain bilateral series from very-well-poised unilateral basic series. In this
method, the special parameter a of the very-well-poised unilateral series is specialized as a = 1 or a = q. This method was
already earlier used ad-hoc by Watson [19] in his proof of the Rogers–Ramanujan identities, see [9, Section 2.7].
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bilateral and unilateral basic hypergeometric series. From this transformation, some new identities involving bilateral basic
hypergeometric series are obtained.
For convenience, we will adopt some deﬁnitions and notations from [9]. The q-shifted factorial is deﬁned by










1− aqk−1), |q| < 1.







(a1,a2, . . . ,am;q)n = (a1;q)n(a2;q)n · · · (am;q)n,
(a1,a2, . . . ,am;q)∞ = (a1;q)∞(a2;q)∞ · · · (am;q)∞.
Basic hypergeometric series and bilateral basic hypergeometric series are deﬁned by
rφs
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(b1,b2, . . . ,bs;q)n
[
(−1)nq(n2)]s−r zn,
respectively. For more details, especially their convergence and the deﬁnitions on well-poised and very-well-poised series,
see [9].
2. Main theorems
Theorem 2.1. For bf gh = q2 and cde = q3 , there holds
7ψ7
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b, c, d, e, f , g, h







q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )





b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, h
q/b, q2/c, q2/d, q2/e, q/ f , q/g, q/h
;q,q
]}
= (q,b/q, f , g,h,bq/ f ,bq/g,bq/h, c/q,d/q, e/q,bq
2/c,bq2/d,bq2/e;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,q2/g,q2/h,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q,bg/q,bh/q;q)∞
× 8φ7
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10φ9
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a, qa1/2, −qa1/2, b, c, d, e, f , g, h
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where a3q2 = bcdef gh, λ = a2q/cde.
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by applying (1) and bcdef gh = q5.
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The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (3) equals
(1− bq )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
(1− q)(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
∞∑
k=0
(−q,b, c/q,d/q, e/q, f , g,h;q)k




q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )




1+ qk) (b, c/q,d/q, e/q, f , g,h;q)k




q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
2(1− q)(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
{ ∞∑
k=0
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2(1− q)(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
{ ∞∑
k=0
(b, c/q,d/q, e/q, f , g,h;q)k
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q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
2(1− q)(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
{ ∞∑
k=0
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(b, c/q,d/q, e/q, f , g,h;q)k+1





q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )





b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, h




The second term on the right-hand side of (3) equals
(q2,b/q, f , g,h,bq/ f ,bq/g,bq/h, c/q,d/q, e/q,bq2/c,bq2/d,bq2/e;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,q2/g,q2/h,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q,bg/q,bh/q;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
b2, −bq, bc/q, bd/q, be/q, bf , bg, bh
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b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, h
q/b, q2/c, q2/d, q2/e, q/ f , q/g, q/h
;q,q
]}
+ (q,b/q, f , g,h,bq/ f ,bq/g,bq/h, c/q,d/q, e/q,bq
2/c,bq2/d,bq2/e;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,q2/g,q2/h,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q,bg/q,bh/q;q)∞
× 8φ7
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2 , −bq 12 , bcq , bdq , beq , bfq , bgq , bhq
bq− 12 , −bq− 12 , bqc , bqd , bqe , bqf , bqg , bqh
;q,q
]
− (q,b/q, f , g,h,bq/ f ,bq/g,bq/h, c/q,d/q, e/q,bq
2/c,bq2/d,bq2/e;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,q2/g,q2/h,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q,bg/q,bh/q;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
b2, −bq, bc/q, bd/q, be/q, bf , bg, bh




q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
2(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
× 7ψ7
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b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, h





b, c, d, e, f , g, h





q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
2(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
. (9)
Hence the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2.2. For bf g = q2+n and cde = q3 , we have
7ψ7
[
b, c, d, e, f , g, q−n




q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− q1+n)





b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, q−n
q/b, q2/c, q2/d, q2/e, q/ f , q/g, q1+n ;q,q
]}
. (10)
Proof. Let h = q−n in (2). Then both terms on the right-hand side of (2) equal 0. Through certain simpliﬁcation we get our
desired result. 
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4ψ4
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− (b, f , g,h;q)∞
]
. (11)
Proof. Let c = q in (2). Under the condition cde = q3, we know de = q2. So we know that the second term on the left-hand
side of (2) equals
(1− bq )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )
(1− bfq )(1− bgq )(1− bhq )
and the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (2) equals 0. Therefore, by means of (2) we get
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where |aq/bcd| < 1, see [9]. 
In fact, Eq. (11) is just the special case of Corollary 2.3 in [21] with bcef = q2.
Corollary 2.4. For bf g = q, we have
3ψ3
[
b, f , g




(q2/b,q2/ f ,q2/g;q)∞ . (12)
Proof. Let h = q in (11). 
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3ψ3
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b, f , g






2/bf ,q2/bg,q2/ f g;q)∞
(q2/b,q2/ f ,q2/g,q2/bf g;q)∞ . (13)
Corollary 2.5. (See [21, Corollary 2.5].) For bf g = q2+n, we have
4ψ4
[
b, f , g, q−n
q2/b, q2/ f , q2/g, q2+n ;q,q
]
= (1− b/q)(1− q/ f )(1− q/g)(1− q
1+n)
(1− bf /q)(1− bg/q)(1− b/q1+n) . (14)
Proof. Take h = q−n in (11). 
Theorem 2.6. For f gh = q3/2 and cde = q3 , we have
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Proof. Choosing b = √q in (2), the second term on the right-hand side of (2) equals
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(16)
and the 8φ7 term on the right-hand side of (2) equals
∞∑
n=0
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= 1
1+ √q · 6ψ6
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Again by (2) and through certain simpliﬁcations, we immediately get the desired result. 
Corollary 2.7. For f gh = q3/2 and de = q3/2 , we have
5ψ5
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d, e, f , g, h
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Proof. Choose c = q3/2 in (15). 
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Iterating (3), we obtain another Bailey’s transformation formula:
10φ9
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a, qa1/2, −qa1/2, b, c, d, e, f , g, h
















































b2/a, qba− 12 , −qba− 12 , b, bca , bda , bea , bfa , bga , bha
ba− 12 , −ba− 12 , bqa , bqc , bqd , bqe , bqf , bqg , bqh
;q,q
]
= (aq,b/a, g,bq/g,aq/ch,aq/dh,aq/eh,aq/ f h,bch/a,bdh/a,beh/a,bf h/a;q)∞
(bhq/g,bh/a, g/h,aq/h,aq/c,aq/d,aq/e,aq/ f ,bc/a,bd/a,be/a,bf /a;q)∞
× 10φ9
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+ (aq,b/a,h,bq/h,aq/cg,aq/dg,aq/eg,aq/ f g,bcg/a,bdg/a,beg/a,bf g/a;q)∞
(bgq/h,bg/a,h/g,aq/g,aq/c,aq/d,aq/e,aq/ f ,bc/a,bd/a,be/a,bf /a;q)∞
× 10φ9
⎡







































where a3q2 = bcdef gh. See [9, Ex. 2.30].
In the same way, we give the following four relations between 10φ9 and 7ψ7 which are to be used later.
Let bcdef gh = q2 and suppose that a = 1. We have
10φ9
[
a, qa1/2, −qa1/2, b, c, d, e, f , g, h







b, c, d, e, f , g, h




Let bcdef gh = q5 and suppose that a = q. We have
10φ9
[
a, qa1/2, −qa1/2, b, c, d, e, f , g, h





b, c, d, e, f , g, h




Let cdef g2 = a3q and suppose that bh = qg , that is h = qg/b. We have
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Let cdef g2 = a3q2 and suppose that bh = g , that is h = g/b. We have
10φ9
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Similar to the derivation of Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following results by applying the above four equations.






b, c, d, e, f , g, qg/b




(1− b/q)(1− b/g) ·
(b/cg,b/dg,b/eg,b/ f g,qcg,qdg,qeg,qf g;q)∞
(q/c,q/d,q/e,q/ f ,bc,bd,be,bf ;q)∞
× 7ψ7
[
b, q/cg, q/dg, q/eg, q/ f g, qg, qg/b




2/g,q/cg,q/dg,q/eg,q/ f g,bcg,bdg,beg,bf g;q)∞






2 b, −q 12 b, bcg , bdg , beg , bf g , bg, g







(q,b, c,d, e, f ,qg/b,qb/c,qb/d,qb/e,qb/ f ,b2/g;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q/c,q/d,q/e,q/ f ,q/g,bc,bd,be,bf ,bg;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
b2, −qb, bc, bd, be, bf , bg, qg
−b, qb/c, qb/d, qb/e, qb/ f , qb/g, b2/g ;q,q
]
. (23)
Proof. Take a → 1 and bh/g = q in (18). 






b, c, d, e, f , g, g/b
q/b, q/c, q/d, q/e, q/ f , q/g, qb/g
;q,q
]}
− (qb/cg,qb/dg,qb/eg,qb/ f g, cg,dg, eg, f g;q)∞





b, q/cg, q/dg, q/eg, q/ f g, g, g/b




2/g,q/cg,q/dg,q/eg,q/ f g,bcg,bdg,beg,bf g;q)∞
(qb2,bg,1/b,q/g,q/c,q/d,q/e,q/ f ,bc,bd,be,bf ;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
b2, −qb, qb/cg, qb/dg, qb/eg, qb/ f g, bg, g
−b, bcg, bdg, beg, bf g, qb/g, qb2/g ;q,q
]
− (q,b, c,d, e, f , g/b,qb/c,qb/d,qb/e,qb/ f ,qb
2/g;q)∞
(b2q,1/b,q/c,q/d,q/e,q/ f ,q/g,bc,bd,be,bf ,bg;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
b2, −qb, bc, bd, be, bf , bg, g
−b, qb/c, qb/d, qb/e, qb/ f , qb/g, qb2/g ;q,q
]
. (24)
Proof. Take a → 1 and bh/g = 1 in (18). 
Theorem 3.3. For cdef g2 = q4 , there holds
7ψ7
[
b, c, d, e, f , g, qg/b
q2/b, q2/c, q2/d, q2/e, q2/ f , q2/g, qb/g
;q,q
]
− (qb/cg,qb/dg,qb/eg,qb/ f g, cg,dg, eg, f g;q)∞
(q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q;q)∞
× 7ψ7
[
b, q2/cg, q2/dg, q2/eg, q2/ f g, g, qg/b




2/g,q2/cg,q2/dg,q2/eg,q2/ f g,bcg/q,bdg/q,beg/q,bf g/q;q)∞






2 b, −q 12 b, qbcg , qbdg , qbeg , qbf g , bgq , g
q− 12 b, −q− 12 b, bcg , bdg , beg , bf g , qb , b2 ;q,q
]q q q q g g
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2/g;q)∞






2 b, −q 12 b, bcq , bdq , beq , bfq , bgq , g






Proof. Take a → q and bh/g = q in (18). 
Theorem 3.4. For cdef g2 = q4 , there holds
7ψ7
[
b, c, d, e, f , g, g/b
q2/b, q2/c, q2/d, q2/e, q2/ f , q2/g, q2b/g
;q,q
]
− (q − b)(1− qb/g)
2(q − g)
(q2b/cg,q2b/dg,q2b/eg,q2b/ f g, cg/q,dg/q, eg/q, f g/q;q)∞





b, q2/cg, q2/dg, q2/eg, q2/ f g, g/q, g/b




2/g,q2/cg,q2/dg,q2/eg,q2/ f g,bcg/q,bdg/q,beg/q,bf g/q;q)∞
(qb2,bg/q,1/b,q2/g,q2/c,q2/d,q2/e,q2/ f ,bc/q,bd/q,be/q,bf /q;q)∞
× 8φ7
[
















− (q,b/q, c,d, e, f , g, g/b,qb/c,qb/d,qb/e,qb/ f ,qb/g,qb
2/g;q)∞






2 b, −q 12 b, bcq , bdq , beq , bfq , bgq , g/q






Proof. Take a → q and bh/g = 1 in (18). 
4. Remarks
Now we present the following remarks.
(1) It is well known that Bailey’s four-term nonterminating 10φ9 transformations [9, Eq. (III.39), Ex. 2.30] stand on the
top of the classical hierarchy for transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric series. It is interesting to know what
happens if “Watson’s method” is applied to Bailey’s four-term nonterminating 10φ9 transformations. This was our motivation
for writing this paper.
(2) On the right-hand side of Eq. (2), the summands of the two 8φ7 and 9φ8 series only differ by some linear factors. It
thus makes sense to combine them in one sum, in which case Eq. (2) is rewritten as
7ψ7
[
b, c, d, e, f , g, h







q )(1− qf )(1− qg )(1− qh )





b, c/q, d/q, e/q, f , g, h




2(q,b, c,d, e, f , g,h,bq/c,bq/d,bq/e,bq/ f ,bq/g,bq/h;q)∞













1+ bqk) (q − c)(q − d)(q − e)(1− bf qk−1)(1− bgqk−1)(1− bhqk−1)
(q − bf )(q − bg)(q − bh)(1− bc qk+1)(1− bdqk+1)(1− be qk+1)
}
.
In the same way, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (23)–(26) can also be written as one sum in explicit terms.
(3) Analogous to the derivation of Section 2, we may obtain many interesting q-series identities for Eqs. (23)–(26) by
taking special limits of the parameters.
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